Directions to Winterbourne Centre for Horticulture

Winterbourne Centre for Horticulture [WCH] is located via a service drive adjacent to the main drive to Winterbourne House and Garden.

Scroll down for more information
From the Bristol Road A38, turn onto Edgbaston Park Road, the driveway is just past the main Winterbourne entrance.

Look out for the sign which says Private Drive:

From the direction of the Hagley Road A456 down Edgbaston Park Road, the driveway is just before the main entrance.

Look out for the sign that highlights Winterbourne as the next driveway along:

There will be directional brown road signs to Winterbourne from each direction.
There is a farm style gate on the driveway that may need opening, please close this behind you.

Parking is on the right or left past the glasshouses down the driveway.

The WCH is the building on the right further down the driveway:

The address for the main house and garden is 58 Edgbaston Park Road, B15 2RT.